Study Bites™

Easy access to top-quality digital Law resources
that engage, support and stretch your students
Finding the right digital resources for your students can be a time-consuming and
costly activity.
That’s why we’ve developed a ﬂexible and cost-eﬀective service that means you
and your students no longer need to wade through vast text repositories or
resource banks.
Pearson Study Bites lets you select the topic-based digital learning content you want
your students to access, and deliver it directly through your VLE to create a seamless
and easily accessible learning journey for your students.

Wide range of digital content
Comprising high-quality digital content from across Pearson’s extensive range of resources,
the service enables you to give your students easy access to a wide range of learning
materials, including conceptual explanations, multiple-choice questions, remedial content
and revision materials.

TEXT
Text resources
include extracts
from relevant
Pearson titles.

REVISION
Revision guidance
from relevant
Pearson titles.

MULTIPLE-CHOICE
Multiple choice
questions to
provide practice of
the new modes of
assessment.

APPLY THE LAW
Resources providing
practice of essay
and problem-based
questions.

SIMULATIONS
Simulations let
students practice
theories in a
safe, real-world
environment
to cement
understanding.

Learn more at go.pearson.com/moreonstudybites

How Pearson Study Bites works
This fully-supported and flexible service makes it easy for you
to give your students direct access to the best digital resources
for specific topics or modules, tailored to your needs.
Study Bites gives you the facility to choose resources from
across different Law modules. This allows you to liaise
with colleagues to select exactly the right support for your
department – at specific topic level.

Free consultancy
service

Customise your
selection

Embed into
your VLE

With Pearson Study Bites
you get the support of our
free consultancy service.
We help you select the
type of resources that will
help your students and
fit your pedagogy, be it
flipped seminar sessions,
comprehension quizzes,
etc. Together, we help
you identify the areas you
feel your students find
particularly challenging or
any gaps in the learning
content for your modules
that you may wish to fill.

Comprised of materials
from Pearson’s extensive
catalogue of high-quality
digital resources, our unique
resource packages can
be selected at topic level,
dismantled and then put
back together to support
your pedagogic model
– giving you maximum
flexibility to customise
your resources to your
department’s needs.

Then, with you firmly in the
driving seat, we package
your chosen resources
according to your specific
requirements, directly into
your VLE so that you and
your students can seamlessly
access the resources, with no
need to log into a third party
service.

Get in
touch

You can take a closer look at the types of resources provided by
Pearson Study Bites, or find out how we can meet your specific
requirements by requesting an appointment.
Email custompublishing@pearson.com to arrange a meeting.

Contact us to find out how Pearson Study Bites can:
• support your module delivery
• s upplement your existing provision with new digital resources
• engage students and help embed concepts
• p
 rovide extra practice and revision for the various assessment types.

Learn more at go.pearson.com/moreonstudybites

